
Tips for Band Parents 

Brass and Woodwinds: 

 Posture – Players should sit tall with their butt at the edge of the chair and feet flat on the floor in order to 

facilitate the maximum volume of lung capacity. 

 Pushing down keys and valves – Keys and valves should be depressed with finger tips with fingers curled inward, 

never splayed outward at the joint. 

 Resting fingers – When not pushing down a key or valve, fingers should be kept as close to their assigned key as 

possible. 

 Tonguing - Every note (save those that are tied or slurred) should begin with a “tuh” sound by flicking the tongue 

against the inside of the lip or, in the case of saxophones or clarinets, the tip of the mouthpiece. 

Reed Instruments (Saxophone, Clarinet): 

 Reeds – Students should take special care of their reeds, always putting them back in a reed case after playing. 

Do not leave them on the mouthpiece after a practice session. 

 Mouthpiece – Players should take care not to put too much of their mouthpiece in their mouth, as it can lead to 

an unpleasant squawking or an overly brassy sound. 

 Key work – Both clarinets and saxophones are replete with keys; students should be mindful to only push down 

the keys they need for any one note. 

 Covering holes (clarinets) – If a hole is not completely covered, students will have trouble producing strong, 

clear tone. This will become more difficult as students add more fingers. Look for the telltale circle shape on a 

child’s fingertip to see if they are covering completely. 

 Neck strap (saxophones) – The neck strap should hold most of the weight of the instrument, not the player’s 

hands. It should be positioned so that the mouthpiece swings directly into the player’s mouth while sitting with 

good, erect posture. If the child is craning their neck to find the mouthpiece with their mouth, the strap needs 

adjustment. 

Flutes: 

 Air – Flute players will need to differentiate between “warm” and “cold” air depending on the note they’re 

trying to play. Low notes (C and below) require “warm” air, while higher notes (D and above) require “cold” air. 

 Fingerings – The flute fingerings in Standard of Excellence are quite complicated and ultimately not 

recommended by our resident flautist in our articulation area, Mrs. Hosier, so we use the smaller thumb key on 

all notes and omit the first finger in the right hand on Bb. This makes the fingering system a bit more linear and 

easier for beginning students.  

Brass: 

 Buzzing and air – Getting strong sound on a brass instrument starts and ends with the buzzing of the lips. While 

students who are struggling with getting strong tone can benefit a good deal by practicing just on a mouthpiece, 

it is a practice that all brass students should do as a part of their practice routine, even if it is only for thirty 

seconds before they start a practice session. It is an immensely helpful activity, and one that professionals with 

decades of experience use. Also, they should play with air. Lots of air. All of it.  

  



Trumpets: 

 The pinky hook – The little hook attached to the lead pipe is not best normally used by young trumpet players 

who lack the finger length necessary to use it properly. Consequently, elementary trumpet players should place 

their pinky on top of the hook, and not inside of it.  

 The right palm – The only part of a player’s right hand that should touch the trumpet are the finger tips. 

Collapsing the right hand so that the palm is touching the instrument reduces mobility in the fingers and will 

only slow down their finger changes or cause valves to artificially get stuck due to lateral pressure. 

Trombones: 

 Slide handle: A trombone player should only hold the slide handle with their first two fingers and thumb, not 

their entire fist. Doing this incorrectly can lead to trombone “bites”, which are a real thing and hurt more than I 

care to state in this document. You’ve been warned! 

 Bell hold: Trombone players should grasp the instrument with their left hand by making an “L” shape with their 

thumb and first two fingers. The pinky and ring finger should not be used in this. 

Percussion: 

 Stick/Mallet hold: Stick and mallets should be held by making a “T” shape with the thumb and first finger, then 

wrapping the rest of the fingers around the stick/mallet with knuckles held facing up. 

 Music stand (bells): When playing bells, players should get their music stand as close to their bells as possible so 

that they have to move their eyes as little as possible when switching between looking at the instrument and 

music. 

 Your momma gave you two hands: Students have two hands, and they should use both of them when they play, 

not just their dominant hand. 

Practice Routine: 

 Frequency: Students should practice several times throughout the week, not cram it into one day. 

 Session length: Students should practice for at least 15 minutes without interruption. 

 Pencil: If a player makes a mistake, regardless of level of experience, they should take out a pencil and mark. 

Notes missed should have their name or fingering/position marked, rests circled, etc. Students should not write 

in the names of all of their notes, as this greatly interferes with their growth in music literacy.  

 Set goals: Whenever a child sits down to practice, they should set a goal for themselves, like improving their 

tonguing, maintaining consistent rhythm, properly fingering a new note, or using more air when they play. 


